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Mary's inviolable constancy to the Church of Rome which made the " barre "
between her and the open acknowledgment of her right of succession.
Some of her most ardent champions, who subsequently paid on the scaffold
for their convictions, claimed more for her than the succession. They accepted
the pronouncement of Pope Pius V, that " Elizabeth the pretended Queen " was
a usurper, and that being bastard, heretical, and " excommunicate/' no English
subject should obey her. This threw them into the arms of Spain; for no
transference of the Crown to the captive Queen Mary would have been possible
without aid from King Philip, But the Spanish Ambassador, whom Queen Mary
believed to be her devoted champion, regarded her only as a figure on the chess-
board, to be moved as suited Spanish purposes. " It appears to me," he had
written to his master in 1582, " that nothing can be more injurious to your
Majesty's interests, and to the hopes of converting this island, than that the French
would get their fingers into the matter through the Queen oj Scotland , . ." He
considered it essential that the Queen of Scots should remain in England, because
her chief supporters were the English Catholics, who must in turn be upheld by
King Philip; "so that being mutually interdependent, they cannot \afford to\
lose the shelter of your Majesty. I have used all possible artifice in letting the
Queen of \Scotland \now that the best course she can adopt . . . u to decline to
absent herself from the country . . . "l (i.e., refuse to fall in with plots for her
escape),
Mendoza sends the King a copy of a long letter from himself to Queen Mary,
in which he urged that even if she could get away, though she might live in Spain
or France, she would not then be sufficiently near England; and so would put
herself out of a position in which to " render so inestimable service to God as the
conversion of those islands to the holy Catholic Church""
Working upon her zeal for her faith, and affecting pity for her in her distress,
Mendoza took every means to prevent her becoming her own master; even while
soothingly assuring her that it was to be hoped the Almighty would soon bring
about me fulfilment of her wishes by divine action, " whilst all human efforts are
being made towards the same end by the negotiation of his Holiness and the King
my master,"
The Queen of Scots thanked him " affectionately " for his " good advice ";
and confided in him that she did not expect to have long to wait, in that her
cousin the Duke of Guise still held to his original determination to land with an
army in England,3
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